This unique in house CPD consists of 2 or 3 days of classroom work and a twilight Inset for all staﬀ.
The practical sessions in the classes shows Write Inspired in action.
Each class you choose will have an introductory session which demonstrates key skills involved in Write
Inspired.
You will :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand how to generate ideas using the amazing awareness grid
Discover how to develop divergent thinking
See the power of associative thinking and how using connections is at the heart of idea development
Witness the importance of movement in the classroom and understand how to create a dynamic, vibrant
and energetic learning environment
5. Learn how to use Write Inspired graphic organisers to develop ideas
6. Understand how to use sound to inspire wonderfully imaginative ideas
These introductory sessions last about 2 hours for KS 2 and 1 hour for KS1
Following the introductory session you clan choose from the following in-depth sessions. If you would like to
focus on one class the you may choose more than one of these.
Sonic Moulding - building 3D models to inspire ideas. The model can be characters, trees or an abstract
sculpture. We use the Idea wheel to organise the ideas gathered to produce a variety of written outcomes.
( Approx 2 hours )
Stone - using a stone as the focus object, alongside specially composed sounds, the class use visualisation
skills to discover fabulous ideas for poetry and song. (Approx 1 hour )
The ‘It could be’ mind - Discover the power of sound. We all perceive sound diﬀerently and the variety of
ideas generated give rise to superb writing. ( Approx 1 hour )
Deconstructing a storm - using the sound of a storm we discover the power of onomatopoeia and create a
fabulous performance. ( Approx 1 hour )
Dice Write - a unique and fascinating way to approach creative writing and hugely popular with classes.
Using specially designed grids, dice and sounds we learn how to put all the write inspired skills together. An
innovative and inspirational technique. ( Approx 1.5 hrs )
Graphic organiser - Learn how to build an idea map from scratch using images and sounds. This can lead
to story or poetry. ( Approx 1 hour )

Please call Phil on 07980 800 469 to plan the timetable of sessions.

